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Abstract

Background and Study Aim

The physical fitness of students is characterized by the level of their abilities development to perform movements of varying complexity. One of the important components in the system of movements is coordination skills. The aim of the study is to identify the level of special and general coordination of students majoring in “Choreography” and provide recommendations for the development of coordination skills in the process of studying modern-jazz dance.

Material and Methods

The study involved students of the first and second year of study (n = 10, at the beginning of the study (1 year) age - 17.4 ± 0.7 years) majoring in “Choreography”. Tests were used to determine the level of development of general and special coordination skills. The level of coordination readiness at the beginning of training and after three semesters of training was determined. The study was conducted over three semesters (September 2019 - December 2020). Curricula for students’ training do not include the discipline “Physical Education”. The development of physical qualities is the task of special subjects in the course of professional training: 16 hours per week. The workload of students in modern-jazz dance was 2 hours a week. Forms of study for a certain period - full-time (70%), online learning (10%), mixed (20%). In September 2019 and in December 2020, the same students passed selected tests.

Results:

The following significant changes in increasing the coordination level of the abilities were determined: to control temporal and spatial factors of movements; coordination of movements in combination; vestibular stability; musical-rhythmic coordination (p <0.01). The proposed technique assumes that at the first stage of studying modern jazz dance two, three, four centers are coordinated in simultaneous parallel movement.

Conclusions:

The need to improve the curriculum of modern jazz dance, the introduction of additional courses to the educational program in the major “Choreography”. The technical and lexical base of modern jazz dance in combination with special physical training provides opportunities for the coordination skills development in choreographers.
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Terminology

Bounce [1]
Bounce: Principle of execution of movements, characterized by mobility, especially of the gluteal and hamstring muscles in a way that resembles bouncing while keeping the feet on the ground.

Sauté: Is a classical ballet term that can be used alone or with another term to mean the step is performed while jumping.

Plié: Bent, bending. A bending of the knee or knees. This is an exercise to render the joints and muscles soft and pliable and the tendons flexible and elastic, and to develop a sense of balance.

Temps sauté: This can be executed with both feet from first, second, third, fourth, or fifth position starting with a demi-plié, leading to a jump in the air that lands with the feet in the same position as they started.

Contraction: A contracting of the abdominal muscles so the lower spine becomes rounded and the abdominal area hollowed out. The shoulders remain directly above the hips.

Arch: Position in which the whole or upper body is extended, creating the form of an arch.

Pas chaine: In dance it is a two-step turn which can be performed in plie or releve. The body rotates 180 degrees on each step.

Swinging movements: A movement quality that is characterized by a reaction to the force of gravity. A lifted body part releases and drops along a curved path. Energy is added to the momentum of the drop to carry the body part upward on an arc where it suspends before returning on a downward path.

Modern-jazz dance: Modern-jazz dance is a term used in the academic dance world. It refers to a modern style that combines ballet technique with elements of contemporary and African - derived dances.
Introduction

The physical fitness of students is characterized by the level of development of their abilities to perform movements of varying complexity. One of the important components in the system of movements is coordination skills. Their development requires considering the level of general physical fitness of students. The purpose of developing coordination skills can be: to improve or maintain health at the appropriate level; raising the level of mastery of movements to the standards of the future profession. It is professional standards that determine the approaches to the development of students’ coordination skills. Therefore, for students majoring in “Choreography” an important component of professional development is the level of coordination skills development.

Problems of coordination abilities development are profoundly presented in researches of various directions. Bernstein emphasized that coordination is the overcoming of excessive degrees of freedom of the organs of movement and their transformation into controlled systems [2]. Matveev defines coordination abilities as the ability to appropriately coordinate movements in the construction and reproduction of new movements [3].

Logan et al. analyzed research on the problems of fundamental motor skills (FMS) [4]. The authors recommend it because FMS are the “building blocks” of more advanced, complex movements.

Opportunities and effectiveness of the students’ coordination skills development depend on their previous training at school. Marchenko and Bezpalko studied the method of complex control of coordination abilities in 7-year-old boys [5]. It is determined that the development of coordination skills is an important part of the educational process in school. The lessons at school create the basis for new motor skills. This is a prerequisite for the successful development of other motor skills.

Boutios et al. studied the skills of movements coordination in children engaged in taekwondo [6]. The authors found out that coordination indicators improve with age and are positively affected by sports. Other studies have shown that the level of coordination indicators development is closely correlated with the effectiveness of competitive activities in volleyball [7] and handball [8].

In the physical training programs of students, it is necessary to consider the initial level of their coordination training. Barylko studied the dynamics of the coordination abilities level in students of I-II years of study [9]. It is established that it is possible to classify students according to the level of coordination preparedness according to their age. This is of practical importance for the development of effective physical education programs for students. Chien et al. investigated the role of errors in teaching motor skills of students [10]. The authors propose a scheme in teaching motor skills, which gives teachers a basis for its implementation by students.

The subjects of professional training in higher educational institutions of choreographic direction are the basis for the acquisition of professional skills of dancers [11]. This requires the future teacher to master a high level of dance movements. Nyberg et al. investigated the problems of showing motor exercises by a teacher during dance games [12]. The authors emphasized the teacher’s ability to move as an integral educational goal of a physical education lesson.

Coordination is an important component of training in the art of dance. Vaganova notes that the achievement of full coordination of all movements of the human body forces to inspire the movement of thought, meaning, mood [13].

Another study examined a model of sports dance training based on flexibility and coordination [14]. The authors found that the development of a special training regime for sports dance based on flexibility and coordination should correspond to the physical condition of students.

Busol et al. studied stage movement in the acting profession [15]. The authors define coordination as the basis of agility and recommend approaches to its development. This is a guarantee of the optimal ratio of time and energy during the performance of the actor’s movement on the stage.

Ou Tsin studied the development of masters’ coordination skills through the means of “contemporary” dance. The author emphasizes the peculiarities of choreographic coordination in the coherence of movement, music, and artistry in a single time-space [16].

The works of specialists in rhythmic gymnastics deserve special attention [17, 18]. This complex coordination sport is very close to modern choreography.

The art of dance in schools and the corresponding training of students in physical education classes have been studied in several areas. Orbaek et al. studied the experience of student teachers from teaching creative dance in their practical physical education classes in Norwegian schools [19]. The authors recommend introducing creative dance as a subject in school education.

Other authors studied dance-based physical education programs based on students’ creative abilities [20]. This study provides additional support for the place of dance and creativity in the physical education curriculum.

Other authors agree with this statement. Amado et al. confirmed that schools should focus on encouraging teachers to teach motivational strategies to develop students’ adaptive behavior [21]. This will develop a motivational style during dance classes at school.

Another study demonstrates that there is no aesthetic view on movement in physical education and research tasks for learning are rare [22]. It is confirmed that expressive dance tasks are well suited for the research method of teaching. This interaction can challenge the existing logic of competition and ranking in physical culture.

The next study focused on understanding the experience of undergraduate students in gymnastics and dance education in the context of modular education in
higher education [23]. The authors concluded that the opacity and transparency of the person can be important in student life’s development.

Gibbs et al. investigated different ways of using dance exercises to teach dance in high school physical education [24]. It is confirmed that dance exercises can be used from a pedagogical point of view to teach dance. This allows the teacher to focus on observing, supporting, assigning tasks and providing feedback.

Another study recommends paying special attention to the knowledge of dance and pedagogical content in student training programs [25].

There is a lot of information about coordination and a sense of rhythm in research on the art of choreography. The types of coordination that are necessary to perform the elements of modern dance have not been sufficiently studied. There is an obvious need to conduct research considering the level of general and special physical training of students. Thus, the main task of the study is to develop a methodology for the development of the physical qualities of dancers. In particular, methods of development and improvement of their coordination skills.

The purpose of the study is to identify the level of special and general coordination of students majoring in “Choreography” and provide recommendations for the development of coordination skills in the process of studying modern jazz dance.

**Material and Methods**

**Participants.**

The study involved students of the first or second year of study (n = 10), majority “Choreography”. At the beginning of the study, the average age of participants was 17.4 ± 0.7 years.

The study was conducted following the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki [26] and approved by the ethics committee of H. S. Skovoroda Kharkiv National Pedagogical University (Ukraine).

**Research Design.**

The study was conducted over three semesters (September 2019 - December 2020). Curricula for student training do not include the discipline “Physical Education”. The development of physical qualities is the task of special subjects in the course of professional training: 16 hours per week. The workload of students in modern dance was 2 hours a week. Forms of study for a certain period - full-time (70%), online learning (10%), mixed (20%). In September 2019 and in December 2020, the same students passed selected tests.

Information on the individual physical fitness of female students was collected and summarized. A program for coordination skills development by means of modern jazz dance has also been designed.

Tests were chosen to determine the condition of coordination abilities.

**Test №1.** 4x9 m Shuttle test, s. - determination of the ability to control temporal, spatial factors of movements.

**Test № 2.** “Static equilibrium test according to Bondrevskij method with closed eyes, s” [27] - determination of the ability to maintain balance.

The author’s tests include exercises for forced swing movements of modern jazz dance; performing turns on two legs with a stop in position; exercises for coordination on the principle of “control”.

**Test №3.** “Test for performing forced swing movements of modern jazz dance” - determining the ability to coordinate movements in one combination.

**Description:**
- Starting position – the second position of the legs, hands over the body.
- On one hands go up. The knees perform “Bounce” (free swing). At the same time the hands, head, body turn to the right. Then the hands go down, the legs straighten.
- On two hands go up. The knees perform “Bounce” (free swing). At the same time the hands, head, body turn to the left. Then the hands go down, the legs straighten.
- On three hands go up. The knees perform “Bounce” (free swing). At the same time the hands, head, body turn to the right. Then the hands go down, and the jump sauté is performed in the second position.
- On four hands go up. The knees perform “Bounce” (free swing). At the same time the hands, head, body turn to the right. Then the hands go down, and the legs jump sauté legs in the second parallel position. Return to the starting position.

Note: in swinging hands together with the body, pay attention to the exact return to the starting position from which the swinging begins. The head is not put back. The knees perform “bounce”, not a muscular plié. The arms are free, but not completely relaxed. Their natural form is kept, ie “included in the work”. Landing after the jump is soft, without touching the floor with your heels, feet free. Bending at the knees performs exactly in the direction of the toes.

The test is performed using the display method. The teacher shows the exercise 2 times in slow motion, then 1 time in medium and 1 time in fast. Then students are given 7 minutes for self-training. For control performance students were divided into subgroups according to the list.

**Evaluation:** on a 5-point system:
- “5” - for accurate and correct execution of the sequence and the movements themselves;
- “4” - for insufficiently accurate execution of individual elements;
- “3” - for mistakes in the sequence of movements;
- “2-1” - for significant mistakes in the execution of movements and their sequence.

The test is not credited if the student cannot complete the combination at all.

**Test № 4.** “Performing turns on two legs with a stop in the 4th position” - determination of vestibular stability.

**Description:** At the teacher’s command, the student performs 3 turns on both legs with the right foot, hands over the body, then stop in 4th free position: right leg in
front on the toes, left leg bent at the knee. A left hand raises upward.

**Note:** turns must be performed on one line, during the stop in the 4th position the body should be kept still.

**Evaluation:** on a 5-point system:
- “5” - accurate and correct execution of turns on one line, a clear stop;
- “4” - insufficiently accurate execution of turns, but a clear stop;
- “3” - non-compliance with one line during turns, not a clear stop;
- “2-1” - significant mistakes in the execution of turns, not a clear stop. The test is not credited if the student cannot complete the combination at all.

**Test № 5. “Exercise for coordination on the principle of “control”- determining the ability to musical-rhythmic coordination.**

**Description:** female students were divided into 2 subgroups as in test №3. The exercise was performed in 3 stages: the first time at a slow motion, the second time at a medium motion, the third time at a fast motion.

**Evaluation:** on a 5-point system:
- “5” - accurate and correct performance of movements according to the rhythmic pattern of musical accompaniment;
- “4” - insufficiently accurate performance of individual elements and correct performance of movements according to the rhythmic pattern of musical accompaniment;
- “3” - mistakes in the performance of movements and non-compliance with the rhythmic pattern;
- “2-1” - significant mistakes in the performance of movements and lack of sense of rhythm. The test is not credited if the student cannot complete the combination at all.

Students majoring in “Choreography” from the first semester master the technique of modern dance movements for 2 hours per week. However, the technique of modern jazz dance performing is introduced only after acquiring certain complex motor skills. In classes on the subject “Theory and methods of teaching modern dance” students participated in the preparation of choreographic compositions for performances of the dance ensemble (2 hours 2 times a week). Distance learning took place in the period from March 13 to May 29, 2020, and from October 15 to November 20, 2020. The peculiarities of the university’s work during the COVID-19 pandemic provided an opportunity to conduct classes in a mixed form. For the period of online learning, students were offered the following tasks:

1. Make videos of warm-up combinations (plié, bt. tendu, bt. tendu jete);
2. Make videos of cross-turn combinations;
3. Make a complex for stretching muscles;
4. Make a report on the topic “Creativity of Martha Graham”.

A method of the coordination abilities development in future choreographers was developed. The purpose of this approach is to try to increase the level of mastery of complex movements of modern jazz dance and professional skills.

At the first stage, paired rhythms were used in musical accompaniment: 2/4, 4/4, 6/8. Gradually moved to a polyrhythm of a more complex level: odd rhythms: 5/4, 7/8, 9/8; introduction of complex rhythmic patterns. The structure of the training is shown in Table 1.

It should be noted that paragraphs 2-5 (Table 1) were changed by:

**Change combinations:**

2. **Parterre.** Starting position - “Star”; pass to the position of “embryo”; then the “embryo” sitting position. Position sitting on bent knees, back straight. Move to the position of the legs forward (as a fold, the body is flat), the body bends freely to the side, the legs swing in the ring.
3. **Cross (steps, jumps, turns).** Adding and transforming the jump temps sauté:
   1. To perform in parallel positions.
   2. To start from the reverse position, and during landing move the feet to a parallel position.
   3. During the jump, bend your knees, put your shin back and touch your buttocks with your heels.
   4. To bend one leg during the jump to the “knee” position.
   5. To perform a contraction to the center of the body during the jump.
   6. At flight, perform arch of body.
   7. To bend both knees and join the feet (“frog”).
   8. To spread straight legs apart.
   9. To bend your knee to the chest.
   4. **Dance composition (study of combinations).** Starting position - legs in the first parallel position, hands over the body. Triplet. (Tombe right leg forward, simultaneously straightens and rises to the first position of the left hand, the right hand is moved to the second position. Two steps on the toes of the left and right foot, hands down and swing over the body).
   5. **Cooldown.** Introduction of sphinx poses, plow; bending to straight legs (feet point and flex).

The proposed method assumes that at the first stage of modern jazz dance studying two, three, four centers are coordinated in simultaneous parallel movement. The process of studying coordination is created from simple to complex. First, there is an explanation of how to distribute attention between the movement of the two centers. For example, one of the centers may be in a swing. Then it does not need attention but needs to focus on the movement of another center.

**Statistical analysis.**

The statistical analysis program SPSS 20 was used. For each variable was calculated: $X$ - arithmetic mean; $s$ – is the standard deviation; $ΔX$ – is the marginal sampling error for the mean; $t$ – Student’s criterion; $p$ – is the level of significance. The significance of differences in the groups was assessed using parametric indicators (Student’s test) and nonparametric indicators (Wilkinson-Mann-Whitney, Rosenbaum tests).
Table 1. The tasks structure of three semesters performance by students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Type of work</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Warm up</td>
<td>15-20 min</td>
<td>It begins with the use of various forms of pore de bra, including swings, spirals, small slides, turns. Then pass to the traditional lesson plie, bt. tendu, bt. tendu jete, rond, adajio, grand battement (in parallel and inverted positions with the work of the body, head arch, drop, baunce-rebouc, releve). To these combinations are added: swing, pulses, deviations from the axis, twisting, small parterre motions, falls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Parterre</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>This part of the lesson is used to solve the following tasks: exercises to prepare and perform stunts and falls; performing acrobatic elements. The parterre consists of the following elements: fall; «book»; «Flight» - rolling through the shoulder blades; swing in the parterre; overturning, over the shoulder back; stand on the shoulder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Cross (steps, jumps, turns)</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>In this part of the lesson were used: steps in a jazz manner; steps with animation (triplet); study of slide steps; performance of crosses with jumps of classical dance jete, sisson; crosses with swing (tour, shene) in large poses.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 4  | Dance composition (study of combinations) | 20-25 min| 1. Combination using bends, body spirals, contraction and realise. At the same time the «working» leg is raised by 90 degrees and above.  
2. Combination with the use of tour lent and other types of parterre tours, fouette en tournant and pirouettes.  
3. Combination with the use of different angles, level changes, moved around the classroom space.  
Combinations are formed into a dance composition considering the passed material and individual features of students. |
| 5  | Cooldown                      | 5 min    | Stretching exercises on the parterre (fold, butterfly, twine, pulsating body bends, the leg opening with hands). Use of yoga poses (downward-facing dog pose; cobra pose; bow pose; stretching pose). |

Table 2. Dynamics of coordination readiness indicators of female students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Female students (n = 10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The beginning of the experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Test 1. 4x9 m Shuttle test, s.</td>
<td>11.17±0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Test 2. Static balance according to the Bondrevskij method, s. :</td>
<td>4.6±2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stand on the right leg, s.</td>
<td>4.9±1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stand on the left leg, s.</td>
<td>6±1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Test 3. Performing forced swing movements of modern jazz dance</td>
<td>2.6±0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Test 4. Performing turns on two legs with a stop in the 4th position</td>
<td>3.2±0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Test 5. Exercise for coordination on the principle of «control»</td>
<td>2.9±0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* - differences are significant according to Student’s t-test

Results

It was determined that at the beginning of the study, the majority of female students showed low and medium scores on all tests. At the end of the study, there were positive changes in all test indicators. The results of coordination training in the dynamics of three semesters are presented in Table 2.

The results of the study showed significant changes: in the ability to manage temporal and spatial factors; coordination of movements in a single combination, vestibular stability, musical-rhythmic coordination (p<0.01). There was an increase in the average statistical indicators for maintaining balance (p <0.05).

There is a tendency to increase coordination skills.
As a result, there is an expansion of the arsenal of motor capabilities and faster assimilation of educational material.

Discussion

Our research was aimed at determining the level of special and general coordination of future choreographers. In choreography, it is accepted to distinguish: coordination, aplomb, sense of rhythm. The results obtained generally confirm the opinion of other researchers [2, 3, 28]. The authors noted that coordination abilities depend on the characteristics of the central nervous system, its physiological conditions, and the restructuring of individual muscles and the whole body. The effectiveness of constant monitoring of choreographers' physical fitness is proved and is emphasized in our previous work [11].

The analysis of other studies on the development of coordination skills and dance structure of motor actions allows us to mainly and partially agree with their authors [29-31]. The authors noted that coordination in modern jazz dance is performed in two ways: by impulse (two or more centers are moved simultaneously) or by the principle of control (centers have joined the movement sequentially). Jazz-modern dance combines elements of jazz choreography; modern style and classical dance technique; expression and complex emotions. Different centers can coordinate. For example head and shoulders, hands and head, shoulders and head, etc.

In general, we agree with the opinion of researchers Nikitin [32] and Kolumb et [28] on the classification of coordination skills development. However, we determined the following components of specific coordination in modern jazz dance:

Ability to balance - maintaining the stability of posture (balance) in certain static positions of the body during the movement (body bend movements, flat back or tabletop, Deep body bend, which are used throughout the lesson in the “warm-up”, “Adagio”, “ Parterre “and” Cross ”).

Ability to musical-rhythmic coordination (sense of rhythm) - the ability to coordinate a given movement with music rhythm and image. The student hears the rhythm and can clap or perform exercises according to the musical accompaniment.

Ability to restructure motor actions - the speed of transformation of the performed forms of movements or switching from one motor action to another in changing conditions (cross combinations, etc.).

Vestibular stability - the ability to accurately and stably perform motor actions in conditions of vestibular stimuli (overturns, throws, turns, etc.).

Arbitrary muscle relaxation - the ability to optimally balance the relaxation and contraction of certain muscles at the given time (Roll down and roll up, drop, swing, etc.).

The ability to coordinate movements - the combination of individual movements and actions into integral combinations.

We agree with Hua [14] on the development of a special training regime for sport dance for students. However, we propose to create it considering the sets of exercises for all physical skills development and with an emphasis on the implementation of complex coordination exercises.

The most difficult test for students was the Bondrevskij test with closed eyes. That is why we emphasize the need to perform dance elements with closed eyes in class and suggest the use of elements of ideomotor training.

Conclusions

Professional coordination abilities of dancers are readiness for optimal control of separate specific tasks: on maintenance of vestibular balance; ability to react quickly; muscle relaxation; orientation in time and space; possibility to restructure the rhythmic scheme; ability to work in harmony with all parts of the body. The main principles of the methodology of coordination abilities development in choreographers are the principles of individualization and differentiation. It is recommended to pay attention to the development and maintenance of the physical skills of dancers.

The results of the study confirmed the effectiveness of the author’s program for the coordination skills development in future choreography teachers through jazz-modern dance. They also identified the need to improve the curriculum for the study of jazz-modern dance, the introduction of additional courses (disciplines chosen by students) to the program in the major “Choreography”. It is recommended to consider the demand for highly qualified specialists in modern choreography. It is also necessary to increase the number of hours devoted to the study of jazz-modern dance. The technical and lexical base of jazz-modern dance in combination with special physical training provides opportunities for the coordination skills development in choreographers.

Practical recommendations

To improve the coordination skills of choreographers in the process of modern jazz dance studying, we offer the following practical recommendations. To include the following exercises into the process of training choreographers:

- Circuit training. Set of various motor tasks that exert a multifaceted effect on the body. These are exercises with a predominant focus on the formation of muscular feelings. For example, jumping crosswise (forward - to the side, back - to the side), lunge back to “curtsy”; 15-20 repetitions - 3 times and 1.5 minutes of rest.
- “Mirror” exercises. Performance in pairs of separate elements, movements, combinations (students stand opposite each other - “mirror reflection”). The exercise duration is from 10 to 20 minutes. For example music size 2/4. Starting position: female students sit in a full squat in 6 poses; hands over the body; the arms barely touch the floor. 1st-2nd bars - run around on the floor (left) with the left upper arm support on the floor. 3rd bar - step with the left foot to the side, left hand bent at the elbow, the right hand opens under the left hand, hands close at the same time as the body wave. 4th bar
- pas chaine to the 2nd point of the hall, jump, lunge with open hands.

- Exercises to develop flexibility. The required level of flexibility provides optimal amplitude, freedom, and efficiency of movements. Such exercises should be regular – at least 3-4 times a week. The technique should consider the individual, age, anatomical and physiological characteristics of dancers. We recommend keeping the following rules: class duration – at least 10 min and not more than 35-40 min; complexity increases gradually; the system of exercises ends with complete relaxation (duration - from 5 to 10 s).

- Exercises for stability and balance. Maintaining balance is an important condition for the quality performance of motor actions. To maintain a certain posture, it is recommended to increase the static stability of the body: performing motor tasks in light conditions; gradually move to more complex movements. For example a) training balance in the rack on one leg (bend the other back, arms at the waist); b) gradually complicate the program of action - training to maintain high stability of the body in a high position on the toes on a gymnastic bench, deck (with different positions of the arms, body and free leg). Increasing the stability of the body in dynamic exercises is much more difficult to achieve. This is due to the need to overcome a group of translational reflexes. We recommend performing: run exercises along one line; acceleration and a series of acrobatic jumps along a specially marked corridor (narrow line of 10-15 cm); completion of a series of acrobatic jumps with stable landing poses.

- Rhythmic exercises. When performing dance exercises, include motor actions with different tempos and rhythms. This will help applicants to determine their easily and quickly their rhythm. Performing the contrasting movements with an unexpected change in their direction, amplitude, tempo, speed, dynamics. This will make the overall scheme of motor action bright, expressive, spectacular, and attractive. considering the sets of exercises for all physical skills development and with an emphasis on the implementation of complex coordination exercises.

- Exercises to develop plasticity. Plasticity is characterized by movements performed together (without pauses, without a visible tension, with a smooth distribution of forces). To improve plasticity, it is recommended to form in students the skills of mentally creating motor actions: mentally reproduce several motor actions to avoid unjustified stops, pauses, sharp contrasting movements. The development and improvement of plasticity are more effective when acquainting students with the basic requirements of choreographic composition: slow start; in the middle of the composition there is an increase in effort, culmination; the end of the motor task is indicated by a fixed pose.
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